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Rulebook
He had no intention of spending his last few
years behind bars, so he thought of one last,
explosive joke... if he couldn’t enjoy his
well-earned money, nobody would!

SEE THESE COMIC PANELS HERE?

A story is hiding in there.
Or rather, many different stories.
For example: “In his long criminal career the Laughing
Burglar had been able to amass an enormous amount
of loot, heist after heist, joke after joke. But now, after
a lenghty investigation, the police were finally closing in
on him. Although totally aware that his days of freedom
were winding down, the Laughing Burglar was still smiling.
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You don’t like it? What about: “The
fabulous treasure of his family was long
lost, but Jack was determined to find it.
When he was a child, his mama used to tell
him that it was hidden in a secret cave under
their ancient mansion. So, young Jack spent
many years studying all the hints, clues, and
riddles his ancestors left over the decades...
until he finally discovered the secret. With a
big smile on his face, he entered the secret
passage leading to the treasure. But alas, in
his haste he missed one last, fundamental piece
of information: the treasure was protected by an
explosive trap!”
Or perhaps: “We wanted to earn a humongous
amount of money, so we racked our brains,
planned a brilliant strategy, and created a
storytelling game that’s sure to put a big smile on
your face... and it’s a blast!”

Welcome to Co-Mix!
A storytelling game like nothing you’ve seen before. In
Co-Mix you will craft your stories by laying out several
panel cards to create a full blown comic book page.
Up to ten people can join in on the fun, and depending
on the number you’ll be playing by yourselves or in
teams. What kind of story are you going to tell? Noir?

Horror? Adventure? Romance? And not only that! It can
be funny, scary, exciting, moving... the choice is yours.
But remember: there is a title you have to follow, and
your story will be reviewed by the other players... in the
end, the player with the most points will be the winner!

Components
5 Comic Page boards

(1 for each player/team)

150 Panel cards
10 Score tokens
10 Character tokens
50 Review tokens
(5 for each player)

21 Slow tokens
1 sand timer (90 seconds)
1 rulebook

THE WISE
WOULD READ THESE
BOXES NO MATTER
WHAT.

Introduction
With 3 to 5 players, all players will play by themselves, each
one creating and telling his own story each round. With more
than 5 players, the setup stays almost the same, but at least
some players will play in teams of two (if there is an odd
number of players, one player will play alone, see below).
A game with 6 to 10 players follows
the same rules as a game with 3 to 5, with
some exceptions. All these exceptions are
explained in the Team Game boxes.
If there are 3 to 5 players in your game, you can
skip these boxes (but if there are 3 players, pay
attention to the special rules on page 5).

BUT THE BRAVE
WOULD HAVE NO FEAR
OF JUMPING INTO ACTION
WITHOUT WASTING TIME
ON BORING DETAILS!

BLOCKHEAD.
POMPOUS
NERD.
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Setup

EHM...
IF I THROW ONE BALL...
WITH FIVE FINGERS... TO ONE
TEAM MATE WITH TWO ARMS
AND TWO LEGS... HUHN...
THIS IS ONE STORY,
RIGHT?

Each player takes a Comic Page board and puts it in front
of him, with the 6-panel side face up (once you have some
experience with the game, we strongly recommend you use the
9-panel side instead: longer stories are more interesting for
experienced players). Put any unused Comic Page boards back
in the box.
Team Game Box : Teams are formed by 2 players.
Each team receives 1 Comic Page. If there are an odd number
of players there will be one “solo player” that will play following
the normal rules for a game with up to 5 players.

•
•
•
•
•

Teams are formed as shown here:

6 PLAYERS
7 PLAYERS
8 PLAYERS
9 PLAYERS
10 PLAYERS

*
*
*
*
*

3 teams (* 3 stories)
3 teams and 1 solo player (* 4 stories)
4 teams (* 4 stories)
4 teams and 1 solo player (* 5 stories)
5 teams (* 5 stories)

Each player takes a set of Review tokens and the Score token and
Character token that show the same character. Put all the unused
tokens back to the box, if any.
Each player places his Score token on the “0” space
of the Score track and his Character token in front
of himself, as a reminder for the other players.
TEAM GAME BOX: Each player on
a team has his own set of Review tokens.
Shuffle the Panel cards and place them in the middle of
the table, so all players can easily reach them. This will be
the Panel deck.
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
A LONER. TEAM WORK
IS NOT FOR ME.

Place the sand timer and the Slow tokens next to the
Panel deck.
A game of Co-Mix lasts 3 rounds. Each player, or team,
will create one story each round. If you so prefer,
before starting you may also agree to play a
A HAPPY
MARRIAGE IS ALL
shorter game (with 1-2 rounds) or a longer
ABOUT SHARING... AND
one (with 4-5 rounds).
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A GOOD PRENUPTIAL
AGREEMENT.

Gameplay

During a game of Co-Mix you will
create your own comic book stories
(the number of which depends on how
many rounds you’ve decided to play),
tell them to the other players and
then review the stories you liked the
most.

IF YOU WANT
A TASTY GAME SESSION,
FOLLOW THIS RECIPE
CAREFULLY!

A game is divided into 4 phases:
PREPARATION, SCRIPTING,
STORYTELLING, and REVIEWING.
BEFORE A TREASURE
HUNT, ADEQUATE
PREPARATION IS VITAL.

Preparation
At the beginning of each round, all players decide on
the title for their stories together. All stories will
have the same title. If you cannot agree on a good
title or if you don’t have any good ideas, you can
choose a title from the list of examples at the end
of these rules, or draw two random cards from the
Panel deck and take inspiration from them. Once the
title has been chosen, deal 12 PANEL CARDS to each
player (players on the same team will share a
single set of 12 cards).
All Panel cards are two-faced, so you will have 24
different panels to choose from when you create
your stories!

Scripting
Look at your panels and start to create your story! All players (or teams) create their stories
simultaneously. Original and interesting stories have a better chance to get good reviews!
TEAM GAME BOX: Team players must look at their cards together,
talk to each other, and build their story cooperatively.
The Comic Pages have 6 spaces. You can only place 1 card in each space, so your comic will
always have a total of 6 panels (again, after your first few games we strongly recommend that
you use the 9-panel side of your Comic Pages for longer, more interesting stories).
As soon as the first player (or team) finishes his story, he announces it loudly, takes the sand
timer and flips it. The Panel cards on his Comic Page cannot be moved anymore. The other
players now have only 90 seconds to finish their stories!
As the other stories are completed, their creators have to declare it too, and their panels
can’t be moved anymore. The last player to complete his story receives 1 Slow token.
TEAM GAME BOX: Team players both receive 1 Slow token.
If the sand timer runs out, all players with empty spaces left on their Comic
Page (if any) must take 1 Slow token, then shuffle the Panels they still have
in their hands and randomly place some on their board, until there are no
empty spaces left. We recommend that you not let that happen to you: it
can be really difficult to tell a story that makes any sense in this situation!

90 SECONDS? MY STORYTELLING
SUBROUTINE COULD CREATE A MILLION
STORIES IN SUCH A VAST TIME SPAN. YOU CAN
SURELY COMPLETE JUST ONE EVEN WITH
YOUR INFERIOR BIOLOGICAL BRAINS.

Once all stories have been completed (or the sand timer has run out),
players have to discard all the Panel cards still in their hands.
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GREAT
ACHIEVEMENTS
ALWAYS START WITH
A GOOD PLAN.

AS LONG AS
YOU DON’T MAKE A
TEEN DRAMA OUT OF
A SCARY VAMPIRE STORY,
EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE.
OH, AND NO WEREWOLVES
PLEASE. I DON’T
LIKE PETS.

Storytelling
As soon as all comics are ready (or when the sand timer
runs out), it’s finally time to show your story to the world!
Starting with the player with the sand timer (the first to
complete his comic), and proceeding clockwise, all players
turn their Comic Page towards the other players and tell
their stories.
TEAM GAME BOX: if a story has been created by a team,
each team player will have to tell half of the story for his
team. One player describes the first 3 panel cards, the
other will describe the last 3. In a game with 9-panels
stories, split the story into 4 and 5 panels, or 5 and 4,
it’s your decision how to split it up.

SHUT UP.
JUST SHUT UP.

Werewolves?
You mean those hot
guys who spend most
of their time with a
bare chest?

Some quick, helpful suggestions:

When telling your story, you must follow the order in which
you placed the Panel cards, FROM THE TOP LEFT TO THE
BOTTOM RIGHT.

•
•

EACH PANEL YOU PLACED must have some part in your
story, so you need to tell something about each one of
them (even if it’s just one word or a dramatic sound).

pointing at a panel with your finger while telling
something about it will help your listeners follow the
story you’re telling them.
Don’t tell overly long stories, or your listeners will
get bored. One sand timer should be enough to tell a
good story.

Reviewing, Consensus and Scoring
After all comic stories have been told, it’s time to begin the reviewing process. All
players take their Review tokens in their hands. Each Review token shows a different
icon (or no icon at all). During the reviewing process you must place 1 Review token,
face down, on each story (including your own).
Exception for 3 players: place 2 Review tokens instead of 1 on the stories of the
other two players. You still have to place just 1 Review token on your own.
Review tokens represent the feeling that the story most inspired for you:
rewards the most original story
(the one that stood out the most for its creativity and brilliance);
rewards the most exciting story
(no matter the emotion evoked, it may be the most moving, scary, funny, etc.);

A real gentleman
always gives his most
honest opinion.

rewards the best composed story
(the one with the smoothest flow, the most appealing visuals, or that followed
the title of that round the best).
NEUTRAL tokens (those without icons) are given to stories that didn’t particularly
impress the reviewer, or if there was another that conveyed the same feeling better.
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You always have to place at least 1 neutral token during each Reviewing phase.
When all Review tokens have been placed, each comic’s creator reveals the tokens
placed on his (or their) story and checks how many of each kind the story received.
TEAM GAME BOX : The 2 players of a team will have to decide how to distribute their
Review tokens separately, and they cannot consult with each other.
The score each story obtains depends on the consensus between the reviews (i.e.
the tokens) all stories received.
First, discard all the neutral tokens and put them aside.
Then, for each KIND of non-neutral tokens, check which story received the most:

WITH A LONG
AND ADVENTUROUS
LIFE LIKE MINE, ONE SINGLE
STORY WOULD NEVER BE
ENOUGH!

•

the story with the highest number of tokens of one kind, retains them
(in case of a tie, all tied stories retain all the tokens of that kind);

•

all the tokens of that same kind that where placed on the other stories are discarded and put aside
together with the neutral tokens.

THIS IS
FIRST-GRADER MATH,
I’M SURE YOU CAN
WORK IT OUT.

When consensus has been checked, each comic’s creator receives
1 point for each token that is left on his own story, no matter the kind.
Then, each player is also awarded 2 points for each one of his tokens
that is left on the other players’ stories. Giving fair reviews is
almost as important as creating a good story!
See next page for an example of score calculation.
TEAM GAME BOX: Team players score their points separately,
and compete for victory even with each other.
At the end of each round, move your Score tokens to mark
your score on the Score track, then shuffle all Panel cards
back to the Panel deck, take back your Review tokens and
begin a new round, starting back from the
Preparation phase.
After the end of the last round, check the score track.
The player with the most points is the winner!
If there’s a tie, the player with the least Slow tokens
wins. If there’s still a tie, the victory is shared.
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IF YOU DON’T WIN
ALONE, WHY BOTHER
WINNING AT ALL?

before consensus
x

after consensus

x
x

x
x

x
8 pts.

Example

x
5 pts.

7 pts.

5 pts.

We need a hero

Here is an example of how versatile Co-Mix Panel cards are. We’ve taken one of the example titles
you can find on the last page of this rules, laid out a set of 9 cards, and created two completely
different stories from it... as you can see, your imagination is the only limit!
EXAMPLE 1:
The city needed a hero to stop the crime wave that had been haunting its citizens for almost a
decade. After a long series of interviews, the Mayor selected a smart young boy who would be
transformed into the ultimate hero. He volunteered for the program because he wanted to leave
his footprint on the world’s destiny. The boy was put in the hands of the city’s best scientists:
they created a special serum to enhance his strength and put him in a special training capsule to
make him the perfect warrior. When he was finally able to start his fight against crime, the
young-boy-turned-hero was smiling. He would really leave his footprint now!
EXAMPLE 2:
The Crimemaster had a lot of evil ideas in his head, but no technological means to realize them.
He talked with many scientists, but no one had the talent he needed. Only the famous enfantprodige Billy Geniac would be able to create the device he needed, but even after abducting the
boy, he refused to cooperate with such an evil man. Sadly for him, the Crimemaster wouldn’t take
no for an answer. He ordered his Masked Thug to sneak in Geniac’s house through the backyard,
find the boy’s old grandfather, drug him and bring him to his secret lab. The old man fought like a
lion, but he could not resist the Thug and was captured. The Crimemaster’s plan was finally coming
together: Geniac would have to obey his commands now, and only a superhero could save the world
from him. A malevolent grin formed on his face.
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Title List
- Somewhere in the Night!
- An Unexpected Guest
- A Mysterious Mystery
- Happily Ever After
- The Inexplicable Theft
- The Craziest Day of My Life
- Happy Birthday, Moron...
- Hopeless Love
- I’ve Been Framed!
- Save the Day
- An Epic Outcome
- Together Forever
- Run! Run!
- I Can’t Remember...
- Don’t You Cry
- Bad Day
- The Femme Fatale
- Pull the Plug
- Two Seconds
- Give Me the Money!
- They Made Me a Criminal

- Winter is Coming
- The Stranger
- Irresistible Temptation
- Too Smart
- A Deadly Kiss
- Just One Last Kiss
- My Greatest Fear
- I Work Alone
- Two Destinies
- The Champion
- A Dangerous Profession
- When the Going Gets Tough
- Born to be Wild
- On the Edge
- Don’t Panic!
- The Big Day
- Iron Man
- Strange Kind of Woman
- A Night Without Sleep
- Dangerous Method
- The Witness

- We Need a Hero
- The Brother
- Against All Odds
- One Last Thing...
- Stolen Identity
- The Letter
- The Changing Tide
- Journey into Fear
- Justice!
- The Big Idea
- Revolution Now
- The Fellowship
- Catastrophe
- The End is Not the End
- Things Untold
- Evil Plan
- Elvis is Not Dead
- Could Care Less
- Not Worth the Candle
- Twilight Zone
- Pearl of Wisdom

Scan to download
the free Co-Mix App! Share your
stories with your friends and
learn how to play.
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